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PUC 2-1 
 

Request: 
 
Referencing page 43 of Mr. Woolf’s testimony, “the Division believes the only practical way that 
an effective multi-year rate plan can emerge from this rate case is through a negotiated settlement.”  
Please confirm that the Division has not proposed a multi-year rate plan in its testimony.  If the 
Division believes it has proposed a multi-year rate plan, please provide a copy of the Division’s 
proposed three-year rate plan and revenue requirement for each of the three years. 
 
Response: 

The Division has not proposed a multi-year rate plan in its testimony.  Instead, the Division’s 
witness has identified for the Commission, the Company and intervenors the advantages that a 
multi-year rate plan may offer to Rhode Island as it embarks on a process of grid modernization to 
enable a range of customer and utility capabilities. With the expectation that the Division will seek 
to negotiate a multi-year rate plan with the Company and other intervenors in settlement 
discussions, the testimony presents the general arguments in favor of a multi-year rate plan at this 
time to lay the foundation for engagement by intervenors and the Commission with a potential 
multi-year rate plan settlement proposal. 
 
The Division would anticipate that any multi-year rate plan that may emerge from potential 
settlement discussions would include specific revenue requirement amounts for each year. The 
revenue requirement for each rate year would be calculated with adjustments to the first-year 
revenue requirement. Each of those adjustments are being individually evaluated for each year as 
a part of ongoing settlement discussions. A multi-year rate plan may include a limited number of 
revenue requirement items to be added at a later date by the Commission, such as Advanced Meter 
Infrastructure deployment costs. 
 
 
Sponsor: Tim Woolf and Jonathan Schrag 
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PUC 2-2 
 

Request: 
 
Please provide a flow chart and Gant chart to explain the mechanics of the Division’s envisioned 
three-year rate plan, including how the PIMS would be incorporated into the PUC’s decision in 
Docket No. 4770, the revenue requirements proposed for the second and third year, the programs 
from Docket No. 4780 that would be funded, when those revenue requirements would be reviewed 
by the PUC, and any additional filings that would need to be considered during the review of the 
rate plan or during the three years of the rate plan. 
 
Response: 

 
Please see the attached schedule.  It is important to note that this is hypothetical only.  The actual 
terms of any Settlement may differ in certain respects, depending upon the outcome of 
negotiations, should a Settlement be accomplished. 
 
 
Sponsor: Tim Woolf and Jonathan Schrag 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



Hypothetical Schedule Showing Integration of Three‐Year Rate Plan, Calendar Year Earnings Reports, PIMs and ISR  Division Attachment, PUC 2‐2

Rate Year 1 (2018‐19) Rate Year 2 (2019‐20) Rate Year 3 (2020‐21)

  Calendar Year 2019 Calendar Year 2020 Calendar Year 2021 Calendar Year 2022

ISR Investment SCHEDULE
Fiscal Year 2018‐19 Fiscal Year 2019‐20 Fiscal Year 2020‐21

Sept. 1 Aug. 31

Jan. 1

Aug. 31 Aug. 31

Dec. 31 Dec. 31 Dec. 31

Base Distribution Rate Set
Sept. 1

PIMs Take Effect
for Calendar Yr.

PIMs Measured
for prior CY in
Q1 of 2020

Earnings Report
filed May 1 for
CY 2019 Performance

PIMs Measured
for prior CY in
Q1 of 2021

Earnings Report
filed May 1 for
CY 2020 Performance

PIMs Measured
for prior CY in
Q1 of 2022

Scheduled Base Distribution 
Adjustment for Rate Year 2
Takes Effect Sept. 1

Scheduled Base Distribution
Adjustment for Rate Year 3
Takes Effect Sept. 1

Earnings Report
filed May 1 for
CY 2021 Performance

Next Rate Case filed
by end of Q1 of 2021,
including three‐year
revenue requirement
for another 3‐year plan

"Capital Efficiency
Incentive" Performance
for ISR eligible investments is
measured in Q2 of 2021, 
based on Three‐year 
aggregate ISR capital budget 

April 1 March 31 March 31 March 31

New Rates for next
multi‐year plan take
effect some time 
within Sept 1 ‐ Jan 1
timeframe.

AMI Study & 
Grid Mod Plan
filed in  Q4 of 
CY  18 and/or 
Q1 of CY 19

AMI Re‐Opener:
Allows AMI costs 
approved by the PUC
to be included in
base distribution rates, on
this date or other specified
future date(s).

PUC Proceeding
and Stakeholder
process in Q1 & Q2
of CY 19.
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PUC 2-3 
 

Request: 
 
In any multi-year rate plan, a utility would need to make compliance filings each year to change 
the rates, even if the rate is consistent with the negotiated charges.  What elements would be 
reviewed in the Compliance Filings and over what review period?  If the proposed period is less 
than 90 days, explain if the Division recommends public comment in these filings, how the 
Division would manage public perception that rates are being increased without a thorough review. 
 
Response: 

The Compliance filing for any rate adjustments would be specified in the Settlement.  However, 
referring to the hypothetical schedule provided in response to PUC 2-2, the Division assumes that 
the compliance filings would reflect the pre-approved rate adjustments in tariff schedules that 
conform to the rate allowance that already would have been approved by the Commission at the 
conclusion of Docket 4770 when the final order is issued.  The Division contemplates that any 
adjustments approved by the Commission in advance would already have been supported by 
schedules and evidence presented at the time of review of the Settlement. Thus, no public comment 
would be necessary because the rate adjustments would already have undergone review and 
approval in the rate case. Any filing requirements resulting from adjustments that might be allowed 
following the filing of the AMI Study and Grid Modernization plan would be specified by the 
Commission at the time of approval.  It would be entirely within the discretion of the Commission 
whether public comment would be scheduled, in the same way the Commission exercises its 
discretion to either schedule or not schedule public comment for other rate adjustment filings 
pertaining to rate reconciliations or other filings affecting rates.  The Division recommends that 
any determination regarding the public comment be reserved for the time when all the information 
is before the Commission.   
 
 
Sponsor: Tim Woolf and Jonathan Schrag 
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PUC 2-4 
 

Request: 
 
In Mr. Woolf’s testimony at page 37, he states that one of the key features of a multi-year rate plan 
is that it requires the Company to file one with granular data.  On page 39 of his testimony, he 
states that there needs to be a comprehensive revenue requirement for each year of the rate plan.  
On pages 41-42, he states that modifications, exceptions and specific reopeners could be included.  
If the PUC approves a multi-year rate plan, how many annual adjustments to the revenue 
requirement would be made?  At what point does the PUC set final rates for the utility for the 
three-year period? 
 
Response: 

Please see the response to PUC 2-2, including the attached hypothetical schedule.  The 
Commission would approve rates in the order approving a potential settlement in this docket. 
Those rates would be specific to each of the three years included in the multi-year rate plan.  The 
final order will simply be approving effective dates over the three-year term.  Under the 
hypothetical schedule presented, there is an opportunity for additional costs that the Commission 
has approved, such as AMI, would be included with one or two “re-openers” that would be subject 
to Commission review.   
 
 
 
Sponsor: Tim Woolf and Jonathan Schrag 
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PUC 2-5 
 

Request: 
 
Is the Division recommending a three-year rate plan?   

(a) If so, would the metrics and targets approved in this rate case have any bearing on the 
annual PIMS plans described on p. 51 of Woolf and Whited or would the targets and 
metrics approved in this order merely be guidance for annual PIMS plans analogous to 
the effect of the three-year efficiency plans on annual efficiency plans? 

(b) Is there an approved budget or spending plan in the PIMS annual plan? 
(c) How does measurement of success of failure occur over a three-year period? 
(d) How will the Company know what PIM targets they need to achieve and what funding 

they will have on January 1, 2019 if the plan is not approved until March of 2019? 
(e) The Division has recommended an ROE of 8.5% plus the opportunity to earn additional 

profit through performance based incentives.  Please confirm that the review of whether 
the Company is entitled to the addition profit occurs after the close of the rate year.  If 
so, is the maximum ROE the Company could earn in the rate year 8.5%? 

(f) How would measurement of success or failure occur over a three-year period?  
Consider a generic two-year target where year one is 30MW and year 2 is 50MW.  
Assume the year one result is 28MW.  Confirm that to hit the two-year target in full, 
the second year performance would have to be 52MW or otherwise explain how this 
would be addressed in the annual PIMS plan. 

(g) How does the Division envision the PIMS plan operating with the Energy Efficiency 
and System Reliability Procurement Plans?  Please explain how the payout of 
incentives is consistent.  Please explain how the measurement of achievement is 
consistent with Energy Efficiency where achievement of energy efficiency goals is 
based on actual implementation of measures as reported by the Company. 

(h) Will there be a different set of assumptions used in the cost benefit analysis in Energy 
Efficiency, System Reliability Procurement, and the PIMS included in base rates?  If 
so, please explain. 

(i) Has the Division consulted with the EERMC to determine how the Division’s proposal 
to include Energy Efficiency incentives in the ROE calculation would be affected if the 
EERMC were to propose changes to the incentive structure in the Energy Efficiency 
Plan? 

 
Response: 

 
The Division is not recommending the Commission adopt a three-year rate plan in this case unless 
a negotiated plan is filed as a Settlement in this docket.    
 
If a three-year plan is filed as a Settlement, the various provisions would be the result of the 
negotiated terms that cannot be predicted with certainty at this time. However, to assist the 
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Commission in understanding what a multi-year rate plan might look like, the Division provided 
a hypothetical chart in response to PUC 2-2. In reviewing the responses below, the Division 
recommends the chart be viewed at the same time. With reference to the hypothetical chart in PUC 
2-2, see the answers below: 

 
(a) The manner of addressing the targets could occur via approval of the Settlement with 

the targets specified therein, or the Settlement could specify a subsequent filing to be 
made by the Company during the rate plan period that would be reviewed and 
established before the first calendar year to which the PIMs would apply. 
 

(b) Whether there would be any approved budgets for any specific activities could be 
included in a Settlement.  

 
(c) The Division contemplates that measurements of success would be based on calendar 

year.  For that reason, measurements would occur at the end of each calendar year 
following approval of the Settlement, with the exception of the Capital Efficiency 
incentive described in the response to PUC 2-6. 

 
(d) The Settlement would specify targets and funding, if applicable. 
 
(e) The Division contemplates a review of earnings taking place at the end of each calendar 

year (not the end of the rate year).  While the rate year is not based on a calendar year, 
the Division believes it would be most efficient to retain the current calendar year 
earnings filings as a part of the process.  In addition, the Division believes it would be 
appropriate to provide a four-month ramp-up period for the Company, and not begin 
measuring PIMs success until calendar year 2019.  This also would align the energy 
efficiency incentive with any new PIMs.   
 
Assuming the Commission approved an allowed ROE of 8.5% for the electric business, 
the Company could earn an ROE up to 9.5% before any sharing occurs.  However, the 
Division’s hypothetical assumes that the award of any positive Capital Efficiency 
incentive (discussed in response to PUC 2-6) would not be counted.  In other words, if 
a reward was earned at the end of the three-year plan, it would be excluded from the 
calculation of revenue in measuring the earned ROE for the final year of the plan. 
 

(f) How the targets would be measured would need to be specified within the Settlement 
or a scheduled filing following approval of the Settlement. 
 

(g) The Energy Efficiency and System Reliability Plans would continue as specified in the 
law.  The Division is only proposing that any payouts of incentives under the Energy 
Efficiency Plan be included as revenue in the measure of earnings for purposes of the 
earnings sharing mechanism. 
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(h) The Division recommends that the Company use the Rhode Island Benefit-Cost 
Framework and the same input assumptions for cost benefit analysis for Energy 
Efficiency, System Reliability Procurement, and the PIMS included in base rates.        

 
(i) The Division has been in regular communication with the consultant team that provides 

support to the EERMC on a wide range of issues related to the rate case.  However, the 
Division is not proposing to alter the processes and scope of the EERMC role that 
establishes the parameters of the Energy Efficiency incentive and programs. Rather, 
the Commission (not the EERMC) has jurisdiction over the earnings of the Company 
and any adjustments in rates that would be required to address over-earnings. Given 
exclusive Commission authority over earnings, the Division is proposing how 
incentives would be taken into account if any PIM incentive results in the Company 
earning more than 100 basis points over the allowed ROE.  It is important to note that 
the Company has not actually earned more than its allowed ROE since its last rate case 
in Docket 4323, even with the earned Energy Efficiency incentive included.  Thus, it 
would be an unusual event to earn more than 100 basis points higher. The effect of the 
Energy Efficiency incentive in the context of over-earnings would only become 
relevant if the Company exceeds its allowed ROE by 100 basis points or more.   

 
 
 
Sponsor: Tim Woolf and Jonathan Schrag 
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PUC 2-6 
 

Request: 
 
How does the System Efficiency PIM create regulatory lag where the ISR is statutorily required 
to fully reconcile annually? 

(a) Please provide an example with illustrative numbers.  In the example, please include 
annual ISR filings and reconciliations.  Please also include when the Company would 
first be allowed to flow that capital spending through in rates. 

(b) Does the end of plan performance review occur with the third ISR reconciliation filing 
or at another time? 

Response: 

The question refers to the “System Efficiency PIM”.  The Division assumes this was intended to 
refer to the proposed “Capital Efficiency incentive.”  
 
Attached is an example using hypothetical numbers.   
 
It is important to note that the statutory ISR would continue to operate exactly as it operates today. 
In other words, the revenue requirement for the fiscal year ISR-eligible capital spending would be 
included in rates annually, as occurs currently.   
 
As the attached illustration shows, the Capital Efficiency incentive creates a one-time 
reward/penalty for achieving or missing a three-year budget target.  It does not alter the ISR in any 
way.  As shown in the example, if the Company misses the three-year aggregate target, there would 
be a one-time financial penalty equal to the incremental revenue requirement resulting from 
missing the target, which could be credited to customers through the Storm Fund or such other 
mechanism as approved by the Commission. A penalty would create a one-year financial 
consequence that is financially similar to (but not the same as) the Company experiencing 
regulatory lag on a portion of the recovery of its incremental revenue requirement.    
 
Please also note that the Capital Efficiency incentive would be a stand-alone mechanism, separate 
and apart from the other PIMs proposed by the Division in this case.  This hypothetical (and the 
hypothetical shown in response to PUC 2-2) contemplates that the financial effect of this incentive 
would not be accounted for in the earnings sharing mechanism in the hypothetical multi-year rate 
plan shown.   

 
(a) See the attached. 

 
(b) Yes. The performance review for the Capital Efficiency incentive is contemplated to 

occur around the time of the third ISR reconciliation filing. 
 

Sponsor: Tim Woolf and Jonathan Schrag 



Division Attachment PUC 2‐6

Simple Illustration of a Hypothetical Capital Efficiency Incentive Mechanism

Simplifying Assumptions:  (1) 20% used as a proxy for hypothetical rev requ.*
(2)     Asymmetrical Mechanism used in the hypothetical.**

Section 1 Establishing a Three‐year Non‐binding Capital Spending Budget Target for ISR‐eligible Projects

Year 1 Year 2 Year 3 3‐Year Aggregate
1 Capital Budget 100 100 100 300

2 rev req from year 1 20 20 20 60
3 rev req from year 2 20 20 40
4 rev req from year 3 20 20
5 annual cumulative rev req 20 40 60 120

Section 2 Example of the Company BEATING the Three‐year Aggregate Budget Target

Hypothetical Actual Experience Occurring Through the ISR Process:

Year 1 Year 2 Year 3 3‐Year Aggregate
6 Actual Capital Spend through ISR 92 105 98 295

7 rev req from year 1 18.4 18.4 18.4 55.2
8 rev req from year 2 21 21 42
9 rev req from year 3 19.6 19.6
10 annual cumulative rev req (allowed in ISR) 18.4 39.4 59 116.8

Calculation of Reward Outside of the ISR Process:

11 Compare Budget to Actual Revenue Requirement  (line 5 ‐ line 10) 3.20
12 50% share of savings Reward to the Company (50% of line 11) 1.60

Section 3 Example of the Company MISSING the Three‐year Aggregate Budget Target

20% (used as a proxy for hypothetical rev requ)

Hypothetical Actual Experience Occurring Through the ISR Process:

Year 1 Year 2 Year 3 3‐Year Aggregate
13 Actual Capital Spend through ISR 105 101 102 308

14 rev req from year 1 21 21 21 63
15 rev req from year 2 20 20.2 40.4
16 rev req from year 3 20.4 20.4
17 annual cumulative rev req (allowed in ISR) 21.0 41.2 61.6 123.8

Calculation of One‐time Penalty Outside of ISR Process:

18 Compare Budget to Actual Revenue Requirement  (line 5 ‐ line 17) (3.80)
19 100% Penalty (a one‐time rate credit to ratepayers, outside of ISR) (3.80)

NOTE: The "penalty" is equal to the incremental revenue requirement caused by being over budget.

Simplifying Assumptions:

* (1) For purposes of simplying the 
illustration, the calculation ignores the 
effects of depreciation and assumes the 
revenue requirement is always 20% of the 
capital investment.

**
(2) Assumes an asymmetrical mechanism 
for illustrative purposes.  50% sharing when 
under budget, 100% of overbudget revenue 
requirement effect absorbed by the 
Company's shareholders.
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PUC 2-7 
 

Request: 
 
Referring to the capital spending efficiency incentive, in particular the description provided on 
page 41 of Woolf’s testimony: 

(a) Does the capital spending incentive apply to both the gas and electric businesses?  
(b) Does the Division expect the “three-year capital spending plan,” described on line 2, 

would first be negotiated and approved by the Division in the same manner and to 
the same extent as annual ISR plans?  

(c) Does the Division expect to allow a project cost variance range (e.g. +/- 25%) 
“three-year capital spending plan” for screening projects proposed for the plan?  If 
so, what level of project planning stage variance will be allowed? 

(d) Would the Commission be conditionally approving the total three-year budget, 
annual budgets, or both? 

(e) Would the time value of money be factored into the spending plan and/or the actual 
three-year spending? 

(f) Would the ISR factor in each year be based on the annually filed ISR plan or the 
three-year capital spending plan? 

(g) In the result that the Company exceeds the aggregate budget, please explain how and 
when the refund would be returned to customers and in what filing 

(h) Is the Division proposing “special exemptions” guidance?  

Response: 

(a) Does the capital spending incentive apply to both the gas and electric businesses?  
 
At this time, the Division is contemplating that the capital efficiency incentive would 
only apply to the electric business.  However, it is possible that one could be 
employed for the gas business as well. 
 

(b) Does the Division expect the “three-year capital spending plan,” described on line 2, 
would first be negotiated and approved by the Division in the same manner and to 
the same extent as annual ISR plans?  
 
The Division expects that the three-year capital spending plan would be a part of the 
negotiated Settlement.  The Division would rely on its consultant for the 
reasonableness of the budget and support this if a Settlement is filed.  Whatever the 
final agreement on the target, the Division understands that it would need to explain 
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the basis of the target at the time the Commission considers approval of the 
Settlement. 

 
 

(c) Does the Division expect to allow a project cost variance range (e.g. +/- 25%) 
“three-year capital spending plan” for screening projects proposed for the plan?  If 
so, what level of project planning stage variance will be allowed? 
 
It is possible.  But this is something that would need to be discussed in the context of 
the Settlement negotiation process. 
 
 

(d) Would the Commission be conditionally approving the total three-year budget, 
annual budgets, or both? 
 
Please see the response to PUC 2-6.  The budget would essentially be a target against 
which a penalty or reward is measure.  In all other respects, the ISR capital spending 
approval process would proceed as usual. 

 
 

(e) Would the time value of money be factored into the spending plan and/or the actual 
three-year spending? 
 
It is possible.  But this would need to be discussed in the context of the Settlment 
negotiation process. 
 
 

(f) Would the ISR factor in each year be based on the annually filed ISR plan or the 
three-year capital spending plan? 
 
The ISR factor in each year would be based on the annually filed ISR plan. 

 

(g) In the [event] that the Company exceeds the aggregate budget, please explain how 
and when the refund would be returned to customers and in what filing. 
 
The manner through which a financial penalty would be credited to customers could 
be specified in the Settlement or left to the discretion of the Commission.  The 
Company contemplates that a credit to the Storm Fund balance would be an 
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appropriate method, but there are other means to credit customers, including credits 
applied in the annual rate reconciliation process. 

 
 

(h) Is the Division proposing “special exemptions” guidance? 
 
The Division contemplates that some provision would be made for mutually 
acceptable exemptions relating to unanticipated conditions that require investments 
that were not in the original forecast.  This could be addressed in the annual review 
that occurs during the ISR process.  However, the terms under which this would be 
employed would need to be negotiated. 

 

Sponsor: Tim Woolf and Jonathan Schrag 
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PUC 2-8 
 

Request: 
 

Referring to the capital spending efficiency incentive described above; page 25 of Woolf and 
Whited’s joint testimony describing annual awarding of performance incentives; and page 46 of 
Kahal’s testimony describing performance incentives and an earning sharing mechanism, please 
describe how any capital spending efficiency savings will be included in the calculation of 
annual PIMs and the earnings sharing mechanism.   

Response: 

At this time, the Division does not contemplate that the Capital Efficiency incentive would be 
taken into account in the calculation of earnings for the year of the multi-year rate plan when the 
incentive would be award.  The main reason is that this particular incentive relates to spending 
activity that spans three years, not just the final year, unlike the other PIMs which are annual 
targets.    

Sponsor: Tim Woolf and Jonathan Schrag 
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PUC 2-9 
 

Request: 
 

In addition to the description requested in #2 above, please provide the following examples of 
how the capital spending efficiency incentive and earning sharing mechanism work: 

(a) The capital spending efficiency incentive is worth 100 basis points annually, but the 
PIM incentive is worth 0, 100, and 200 basis points over the three-year plan. 

(b) The capital spending efficiency incentive is worth -100 basis point annually, but the 
PIM incentive is worth 0, 100, and 200 basis points over the three-year plan.  

Response: 

Please see the response to PUC 2-8.  The Division does not contemplate that the earnings sharing 
mechanism will be relevant to this incentive. 

 

Sponsor: Tim Woolf and Jonathan Schrag 
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PUC 2-10 
 

Request: 
 

Has the Company considered a customer service performance incentive mechanism or service 
quality metric that focuses on accuracy of customer service responses to customers?  If so, what 
would the proposal look like?  If not, why not? 
 
Response: 

The Division briefly considered customer service and service quality performance incentive 
mechanisms during the course of Dockets 4770 and 4780. However, we did not investigate these 
PIMs in much depth or propose any such PIMs in these dockets, because (a) the Company already 
has similar PIMs, and (b) such PIMs are not directly relevant to the power sector transformation 
issues in Dockets 4770 and 4780.  
 
 
 
Sponsor: Tim Woolf  
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PUC 2-11 
 

Request: 
 
 
Gas Business Enablement 
 
(a) Has the Division considered PIMS relative to the IS and GBE investments in lieu of the 
recommendation to only fund 85% of the projected costs in rates? 
(b) Could a PIM be developed that would meet the same goals and address the same? 
 
 
Response: 

The Division has not considered an approach different from that which was recommended in the 
testimony of Ballaban and Effron, which the Division believes is appropriate under the 
circumstances, given the highly technical and complex issues associated with IT and GBE.  The 
approach the Division has proposed was approved in New York as a part of the National Grid 
rate case settlement. The Division looked to that precedent as a guide for what would be an 
effective and workable solution. Given the range of issues in this case as well as, the Division 
does not have the resources or budget available at this time to develop a new type of PIM related 
to IT and GBE that the Division would be comfortable supporting at this time. 

 
 
Sponsor: Tim Woolf and Jonathan Schrag 
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PUC 2-12 
Request: 
 
Revenue Requirement/Positions 
 
Referencing National Grid’s response to PUC-4-11, please add a column to reflect the Division’s 
FTE count recommendation. 
 
 
Response: 

Please see Attachment 2-12 for the figure the Commission has requested. The impact of our 
recommendation reduces the Company’s proposed headcount by 12 for Gas and 7 for Electric in 
the Rate Year. Net of planned retirements, this results in an incremental increase in headcount for 
Narragansett Gas and Narragansett Electric of 18 and 25, respectively.  The Division did not make 
any adjustments to the Company’s plans to fill existing vacant positions.  Please refer to the 
Division’s response to National Grid 1-27 and to the “Retirement Labor Reduction” tab of 
Attachment 1-27-7. 
 
Division Witness Booth recommends a reduction of the Service Company’s proposed DG 
personnel in the Rate Year. Witness Booth suggests reducing the Service Company’s proposed 19 
incremental DG hires by 16 to total 3 incremental DG Hires. This results in an incremental increase 
for the Service Company of 91 FTE’s.  Please refer to Witness Booth’s Direct Testimony, page 
32, lines 10 through 18, and to the “DG Reduction” tab of Attachment 1-27-7 of the Division’s 
response to National Grid 1-27. 
 
Sponsor: Michael Ballaban 
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Division 
Proposed 

Incremental FTE’s 
(net of planned 
retirements) 

 RY               Total 

  134              134 

 
  18                18 

 
  25                25 

 
  91                91 
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PUC 2-13 
 

Request: 
 
Referencing Schedule MPH-1 and National Grid’s response to PUC 4-10, please indicate the 
number of positions the Division proposes funding for in the Rate Year and the two data years. 
 
 
Response: 

For the Service Company, the Division proposes funding 91 incremental positions in the Rate 
Year. 
 
Regarding positions within Narragansett Electric, the Division proposes to fund 25 incremental 
positions for the Rate Year net of planned retirements. 
 
Regarding Narragansett Gas, the Division proposes to fund 18 incremental positions for the Rate 
Year net of planned retirements. 
 
The Division did not make recommendations for the two data years. 
 
Please reference Attachment 1-27-7 of the Division’s response to National Grid, the tabs titled 
“Retirement Labor Reduction” and “DG Reduction”. 
 
 
Sponsor: Michael Ballaban 
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PUC 2-14 
 

Request: 
 
Referencing National Grid’s response to PUC-3-35 where the projected cost to bring the Dig Safe 
related work in house is higher than outsourcing, please explain whether the Division made any 
adjustment to National Grid’s revenue requirement.  If not, please explain why it is in the 
ratepayers’ best interest to pay more for the work to be brought in-house. 
 
 
Response: 

The Division made no adjustment.  The Division issued a data request (Division 22-12) asking the 
Company to explain why management decided to bring the outsourced work in-house.  In sum, 
the Company made the change because of complaints and other issues relating to Dig Safe 
compliance and the performance of the outside contractor.  Given the importance of Dig Safe 
compliance and public safety concerns, the Division accepted the Company’s explanation and has 
deferred to their judgment.  
 
 
Sponsor: Jonathan Schrag 
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PUC 2-15 
 

Request: 
 
Does the Division specifically support the addition of the proposed Consumer Advocates? 
 
 
Response: 

Yes. 
 
 
Sponsor: Jonathan Schrag 
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PUC 2-16 
 

Request: 
 
In his testimony, Mr. Booth discusses several measures the Company identified as grid 
modernization measures that he believes represent the natural evolution of running the utility.   

(a) What would be the impact on the Company’s business and the ratepayer experience if 
the Company were not to engage in the evolutionary measures?   

(b) What is the risk to the system and investments of not engaging in the evolutionary 
measures?   

(c) Would the Company still be able to meet its core business of providing safe and reliable 
service at a reasonable cost in light of the impact of state policy goals without engaging 
in the evolutionary measures? 

 
 
Response: 

 
(a) The impact will be dependent upon which component the Company would not advance.  For 

evolutionary measures, such as software advancements, failure to progress to each new edition 
will mean the older versions will eventually not be supported by the vendor, the hardware will 
no longer support the software, and advancements in efficiency will be lost or compromised.  
For most measures, the Company's abilities of efficiently and effectively operating its system 
will deteriorate, while the ratepayers ' experience will eventually not meet expectations.  

(b) Again, although the level of impact and risk varies, and the timeframe the risk is realized differs 
with each measure, eventually reliability will be compromised, many investments will become 
obsolete, and many functions could be lost or become very inefficient.  

(c) If the Company fails to advance its technology, which is part of its core business and 
foundational to implementation of certain modern grid technologies, both reliability and safety 
will eventually be compromised.  For example, outage management systems and SCADA 
systems both enhance reliability and safety as part of core business operations.  If these systems 
were not upgraded and kept current, they eventually would not be capable of being 
economically sustained and would be expected to deteriorate to an unacceptable level of 
functionality.  Therefore, the core business of safe and reliable electric service requires an 
evolution of basic operating measures in order to most effectively utilize the available utility 
resources, including personnel 

 
 
Sponsor: Gregory L. Booth, PE 
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PUC 2-17 
 

Request: 
 
Referencing the case pending at the RI Superior Court captioned Laura Bennett et al. vs. Thomas 
F. Ahern, C.A. No. PC 2015-4214: 

(a) Please provide the status of the case, any settlements that have been executed between 
the Division and any or all of the plaintiffs or representatives of any or all of the 
plaintiff(s).   

(b) Please provide copies of all of Judge Vogel’s signed orders in that matter. 
(c) Please explain how the Division is executing the directives from Judge Vogel’s orders. 
(d) Please provide any analysis performed by the Division regarding the impact of Judge 

Vogel’s orders on receivables. 
(e) Please indicate, without providing litigation strategy, when the Division anticipates the 

case being resolved. 
(f) Please indicate how, if at all, the Bennett case has affected the Division’s 

recommendations to National Grid’s revenue requirement. 
 
Response: 

(a) By order of the Superior Court, termination of service for seriously ill customers has been 
prohibited since June 21, 2016 (Exhibit 4).  The Division and Plaintiffs in the Bennett case 
agreed to extend the stay on November 21, 2016.  The terms of the stay are contained in a 
November 21, 2016 Consent Order (Exhibit 1). 

The Division was a party to two additional Consent Orders/Stipulations in the Bennett case, 
dated April 26, 2016 (Exhibit 5) and January 26, 2016 (Exhibit 6). 

National Grid and the Plaintiffs (without the Division) also executed a Consent Order on April 
26, 2016 (Exhibit 7).  

(b) See Exhibits 2, 3 and 4 (attached) 
 
(c) Judge Vogel’s November 21, 2016 “Final Judgment” (Exhibit 2) does not contain any directives 

per se.  The judgment acknowledges that the parties have resolved all of the claims in dispute 
“excepting only claims related to persons with ‘serious illness’ and/or to the acquiescence of, 
or access to a ‘life support’ program….” 

Judge Vogel’s November 21, 2016 “Stipulated Order” (Exhibit 3) established a procedural 
schedule for the litigation that was expected prior to the execution of the consent agreements 
between the parties.    
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Judge Vogel’s June 21, 2016 “Order” (Exhibit 4) established a procedural schedule for the 
litigation that was superseded by the Judge’s subsequent November 21, 2016 “Stipulated 
Order.” 

In furtherance of fulfilling the commitments contained in the November 21, 2016 Consent 
Order (Exhibit 1) and Judge Vogel’s Final Judgment (Exhibit 2), the Division has drafted 
“Rules and Regulations Governing Residential and Non-Residential Collection Procedures By 
Electric and Natural Gas Utilities,” which are designed, inter alia, to provide a number of 
special notice, hearing process and shutoff protections for seriously ill and life-support 
dependent customers.  The Division has additionally proposed special rate discounts for low-
income customers in the instant docket that will further benefit seriously ill and life-support 
dependent customers who fall within a defined financial hardship ratepayer class. 

 (d) The Division has not conducted a formal analysis.  However, since the June 21, 2016 stay has 
been in effect, the collective arrearage (receivables) attached to National Grid’s “seriously ill” 
customer population has grown from $4,870,313.21 to $8,826,417.13, an increase of 81.2% 
(as of 4/25/18).  There are currently 4,519 customers protected under the stay.    

 (e) The Division is endeavoring to resolve the remaining issue in the Bennett case through the 
promulgation of the rules and regulations described above, and, also through its efforts to 
establish additional rate discounts for all low-income ratepayers.  If these efforts prove 
unsuccessful in resolving the remaining issue in the Bennett case, the Division is prepared to 
litigate the matter to its final conclusion in Superior Court.  

 (f) The Bennett case has not affected the Division’s recommendation to National Grid’s revenue 
requirement.   

The savings recommended for the low-income ratepayers results from an re-allocation of costs 
among rate classes.  There is a zero-net effect on National Grid’s revenue requirement. 

 

Sponsor: Jonathan Schrag and Legal Counsel to the Division 
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